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Army SBIR CPP Overview

- Objective: Increase SBIR transition and commercialization success
  - Identify a focused set of active SBIR Phase II projects that:
    - Meet a high priority U.S. Army need
    - Exhibit high probability of transition to operational Army
    - Exhibit strong potential for commercial use
  - Fund participants to support furthering development of Phase II technology for transition targets
    - $15M available from CPP initial fiscal year
    - Funded as an extension to existing Phase II contract
  - Assist identified CPP participants with commercialization and transition activities related to Phase II technology
- Results oriented ROI is the primary measure of success
  - 3rd party funding and sales revenue related to Phase II transitions and commercialization
Army SBIR CPP Contacts

- MILCOM Email channel for project firms and public: armycpp@milcomvp.com

- Army SBIR email: sbira@us.army.mil

- Link for more information: http://www.armysbir.com/sbir/cpp_desc.htm